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(54) TIRE

(57) The on-ice performance of the tire is improved
while the tipping of the block in the tread portion is sup-
pressed.

The tire comprises a block (31) in the tread portion.
The side wall (35) of the block (31) extends along the tire
circumferential direction (S) between both end walls (36)
in the tire circumferential direction (S). The central sipe

(22) of the block (31) is formed along the tire width direc-
tion (H) on the block tread (34) of the block central portion
(33) in the tire circumferential direction (S), and opens at
the side wall (35). The side wall angle (P) between the
tire radial surface (K1) and the side wall (35) of the block
(31) increases from the block central portion (33) toward
the end wall (36).
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a tire provided
with blocks in a tread portion.

Related Background of the Invention

[0002] A tread pattern is set depending on perform-
ance (on-ice performance) of the tire in the ice road sur-
face in the tire used on an ice road surface, and various
blocks are formed in the tread portion. About the shape
of the block, a grounding area of the block is secured by
enlarging a central portion in the tire circumferential di-
rection of the block in the tire width direction. In addition,
at the time of travelling on the ice road surface, water
may be sometimes produced between the block and the
ice road surface by friction between the block and the
ice. The water easily remains in the central portion in the
tire circumferential direction of the block in comparison
with ends in the tire circumferential direction of the block.
Therefore, a sipe(s) is formed in the central portion in the
tire circumferential direction of the block along the tire
width direction, and the water is removed by the sipe.
[0003] However, there is concern that grounding pres-
sure to be applied to the block concentrates on an outer
end of the central portion of the block when the sipe(s)
is formed in the central portion in the tire circumferential
direction of the block in this way. It is required to avoid
concentration of the grounding pressure on the outer
end(s) to suppress tipping of the block in the outer end
more surely. In contrast, a pneumatic tire in which a side-
wall between two sipes is made to be recessed in the
block is known conventionally (refer to Patent Literature
1).
[0004] In the conventional tire described in Patent Lit-
erature 1, the concentration of the grounding pressure in
the central portion in the tire circumferential direction of
the block is suppressed. In addition, in the part between
two sipes, deformation and chipping of the block (small
block) are suppressed. However, with respect to the con-
ventional pneumatic tire, in the central portion in the tire
circumferential direction of the block, the grounding area
decreases by an amount corresponding to the recessed
part of the sidewall and two sipes become short. Corre-
sponding to the length of sipe, the edge component ex-
tending in the tire width direction of the block decreases.
From a view of improving chipping resistance perform-
ance of the block together with on-ice performance of the
tire, there is room for further improvement.

Prior Art

Patent Literature

[0005] Patent Literature 1: Japanese Patent Laid-
Open No. 2008-149768

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Problems to be Solved by Invention

[0006] The present invention has been made in view
of the above-described conventional problems and an
object thereof is to suppress the tipping of the block in
the tread portion while improving the on-ice performance
of the tire.

Means for solving Problems

[0007] The present invention is a tire comprising a
block in a tread portion. The block has a side wall ex-
tending along a tire circumferential direction between end
walls on both sides in the tire circumferential direction,
and a central sipe formed along a tire width direction on
a block tread of a block central portion in the tire circum-
ferential direction and opening at the side wall. A side
wall angle formed by a tire radial surface and the side
wall of the block increases from the block central portion
toward an end wall.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0008] According to the present invention, the on-ice
performance of the tire can be improved while the chip-
ping of block is suppressed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

Fig. 1 is a plan view illustrating a tread pattern of a
tire of the present embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view illustrating a block of the
present embodiment;
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the block of the present
embodiment;
Fig. 4 is a sectional view illustrating the state when
the block is grounded; and
Fig. 5 is a plan view illustrating a tread pattern of
another embodiment;

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0010] An embodiment of a tire of the present invention
will be described by referring to the attached drawings.
[0011] The tire of the present embodiment is a pneu-
matic tire for a vehicle (a tire for a track and a bus and a
tire for heavy load and a tire for automobile, for example)
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and is formed having a known structure by a general tire
constituent member. Namely, the tire includes a pair of
bead portions, a pair of side wall portions located outside
in a tire radial direction of the pair of bead portions, a
tread portion to be in contact with a road surface, and a
pair of shoulder portions located between the tread por-
tion and the pair of side wall portions. Furthermore, the
tire includes a pair of bead cores, a carcass arranged
between the pair of bead cores, a belt arranged on an
outer periphery side of the carcass, and a tread rubber
having a predetermined tread pattern.
[0012] Fig. 1 is a plan view illustrating a tread pattern
of a tire 1 of the present embodiment and schematically
illustrates a part of a tread portion 2 in a tire circumfer-
ential direction S.
[0013] As illustrated, the tire 1 includes a plurality of
circumferential grooves 10 and 11, a plurality of width
direction grooves 13 to 15, a plurality of sipes 20 to 27,
a plurality of land portions 30, 40, 50, and a plurality of
blocks 31, 41, 51 in the tread portion 2. When the vehicle
travels, the tire 1 rolls while contacting the road surface
by the plurality of land portions 30, 40, and 50. The sur-
faces outward in the tire radial direction of the land por-
tions 30, 40, and 50 are treads that come in contact with
the road surface.
[0014] The plurality of circumferential grooves 10, 11
are main grooves extending along the tire circumferential
direction S, and are arranged in parallel at intervals in
the tire width direction H. Here, the tire 1 includes four
circumferential grooves (two first circumferential grooves
10 and two second circumferential grooves 11) formed
continuously in the tire circumferential direction S. The
first circumferential groove 10 is an inner circumferential
groove located on the innermost side (on the tire equa-
torial plane 3 side) in the tire width direction H among the
plurality of circumferential grooves 10, 11. It is formed
inner side in the tire width direction H of the second cir-
cumferential groove 11. The tire equatorial plane 3 is
located at the center in the tire width direction H of the
tread portion 2.
[0015] The first circumferential groove 10 is a central
circumferential groove located on both sides in the tire
width direction H of the tire equatorial plane 3, and is
formed between the tire equatorial plane 3 and the sec-
ond circumferential groove 11, on both sides of the tire
equatorial plane 3. The second circumferential groove
11 is an outer circumferential groove located on the out-
ermost side (on the side of the shoulder portion 4) in the
tire width direction H among the plurality of circumferen-
tial grooves 10, 11, and is formed outside in the tire width
direction H of the first circumferential groove 10. The
shoulder portion 4 is located outside in the tire width di-
rection H of the tread portion 2. On both sides of the tire
equatorial plane 3, the second circumferential groove 11
is located inner side in the tire width direction H of the
shoulder portion 4 and is formed between the first cir-
cumferential groove 10 and the shoulder portion 4.
[0016] The plurality of width direction grooves 13 to 15

are lateral grooves (lug grooves) extending along the tire
width direction H, and are formed in the land portions 30,
40, 50. Further, the plurality of width direction grooves
13 to 15 are formed in a direction crossing the circum-
ferential grooves 10, 11 and intersect with the circumfer-
ential grooves 10, 11. The width direction grooves 13 to
15 are formed shallower than the circumferential grooves
10 and 11, and groove bottoms of the width direction
grooves 13 to 15 are positioned outside of the groove
bottoms of the circumferential grooves 10 and 11 in the
tire radial direction. The plurality of sipes 20 to 27 are
cuts formed in the land portions 30, 40, 50, and are
formed from the treads of the land portions 30, 40, 50
toward the interior of the land portions 30, 40, 50.
[0017] The tread portion 2 is partitioned in the tire width
direction H by the plurality of circumferential grooves 10,
11, and the plurality of land portions 30, 40, 50 are formed
in the tread portion 2. The plurality of land portions 30,
40, 50 are convex portions formed outward in the tire
radial direction, and extend in the tire circumferential di-
rection S along the circumferential grooves 10, 11. The
land portions 30, 40, and 50 are block rows having the
plurality of blocks 31, 41, and 51 arranged in the tire cir-
cumferential direction S, and are arranged in parallel at
intervals in the tire width direction H.
[0018] The tire 1 includes five land portions (one first
land portion 30, two second land portions 40, and two
third land portions 50). The first land portion 30 is a central
land portion formed between the two first circumferential
grooves 10 and is formed in a central region of the tread
portion 2 including the tire equatorial plane 3. The tire
equatorial plane 3 is located at the center in the tire width
direction H of the first land portion 30. The first land por-
tion 30 is located inward in the tire width direction H of
the two second land portions 40.
[0019] The first land portion 30 has the plurality of width
direction grooves 13, the plurality of sipes 20 to 23 (divi-
sion sipes 20, 21, central sipe 22, an adjacent sipe 23),
and the plurality of blocks 31 that come into contact with
the road surface. On both sides of the center line 32 of
the first land portion 30 extending in the tire circumfer-
ential direction S, the plurality of width direction grooves
13 are arranged in parallel at intervals in the tire circum-
ferential direction S. The center line 32 of the first land
portion 30 is located at the center in the tire width direction
H of the first land portion 30 and at the tire equatorial
plane 3. One end of the width direction groove 13 opens
at the first circumferential groove 10, and the other end
of the width direction groove 13 closes in the first land
portion 30.
[0020] The width direction groove 13 on one side of
the center line 32 and the width direction groove 13 on
the other side of the center line 32 are formed with being
shifted in the tire circumferential direction S. The division
sipes 20 and 21 are circumferential direction sipes ex-
tending along the tire circumferential direction S and are
formed between the width direction groove 13 on one
side of the center line 32 and the width direction groove
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13 on the other side of the center line 32. Both ends of
the division sipes 20 and 21 open at the width direction
grooves 13, and the first land portion 30 is divided in the
tire width direction H by the plurality of division sipes 20
and 21.
[0021] The block 31 of the first land portion 30 is a
central block located in the central region of the tread
portion 2. The plurality of blocks 31 are partitioned be-
tween the two first circumferential grooves 10 by the two
first circumferential grooves 10, the plurality of width di-
rection grooves 13, and the plurality of division sipes 20,
21, and are formed in the first land portion 30. On both
sides of the center line 32, the plurality of blocks 31 are
sequentially arranged in the tire circumferential direction
S, and the width direction grooves 13 are formed between
the blocks 31. The block 31 on one side of the center line
32 and the block 31 on the other side of the center line
32 are formed with being shifted in the tire circumferential
direction S.
[0022] The block 31 has at least one central sipe 22
formed at a central portion (block central portion 33) of
the block 31 in the tire circumferential direction S, and at
least one adjacent sipe 23 adjacent to the central sipe
22. The central sipe 22 and the adjacent sipe 23 are width
direction sipes extending along the tire width direction H,
and are adjacent to each other in the tire circumferential
direction S. Further, the central sipe 22 and the adjacent
sipe 23 are formed on the block tread with being parallel
at intervals in the tire circumferential direction S, and
traverse the block 31 in the tire width direction H.
It is noted that the block central portion 33 is not limited
to the center position of the block 31 in the tire circum-
ferential direction S, but is a central region extending in
the tire width direction H of the block 31 including the
center position in the tire circumferential direction S.
[0023] Here, the block 31 has the plurality of sipes 22
and 23 including one central sipe 22 (one central sipe
22, two adjacent sipes 23). Further, the pair of adjacent
sipes 23 are adjacent to both sides of the central sipe 22
in the tire circumferential direction S, and the central sipe
22 is formed between the pair of adjacent sipes 23. One
end of each of the plurality of sipes 22 and 23 is open at
the first circumferential groove 10, and the other end of
each of the plurality of sipes 22 and 23 is open at the
division sipe 20. The block 31 is partitioned in the tire
circumferential direction S by the plurality of sipes 22 and
23, and a plurality of partitioned blocks (small blocks) are
formed in the block 31. Between the central sipe 22 and
the adjacent sipe 23, a partitioned block (inter-sipe block)
narrower than other partitioned blocks is formed.
[0024] The second land portion 40 is an intermediate
land portion formed between the first circumferential
groove 10 and the second circumferential groove 11 and
is formed in an intermediate region of the tread portion
2 between the tire equatorial plane 3 and the shoulder
portion 4. On both sides of the tire equatorial plane 3, the
second land portion 40 is located between the first land
portion 30 and the third land portion 50. Further, the sec-

ond land portion 40 has a plurality of width direction
grooves 14, a plurality of sipes 24 to 27 (division sipes
24 and 25, a central sipe 26, an adjacent sipe 27) and a
plurality of blocks 41 which come into contact with the
road surface. On both sides of the center line 42 of the
second land portion 40 extending in the tire circumferen-
tial direction S, the plurality of width direction grooves 14
are arranged in parallel at intervals in the tire circumfer-
ential direction S. The center line 42 of the second land
portion 40 is located at the center in the tire width direction
H of the second land portion 40.
[0025] One end of the width direction groove 14 opens
at the first circumferential groove 10 or the second cir-
cumferential groove 11, and the other end of the width
direction groove 14 closes in the second land portion 40.
The width direction groove 14 on one side of the center
line 42 and the width direction groove 14 on the other
side of the center line 42 are formed with being shifted
in the tire circumferential direction S. The division sipes
24 and 25 are circumferential sipes extending along the
tire circumferential direction S and are formed between
the width direction groove 14 on one side of the center
line 42 and the width direction groove 14 on the other
side of the center line 42. Both ends of the division sipes
24, 25 are opened at the width direction grooves 14, and
the second land portion 40 is divided in the tire width
direction H by the plurality of division sipes 24, 25.
[0026] The block 41 of the second land portion 40 is
an intermediate block located in an intermediate region
of the tread portion 2. By the first circumferential groove
10, the second circumferential groove 11, the plurality of
width direction grooves 14, and the plurality of division
sipes 24 and 25, the plurality of blocks 41 are partitioned
between the first circumferential groove 10 and the sec-
ond circumferential groove 11 and are formed in the sec-
ond land portion 40. On both sides of the center line 42,
a plurality of blocks 41 are sequentially arranged in the
tire circumferential direction S, and the width direction
grooves 14 are formed between the blocks 41. The block
41 on one side of the center line 42 and the block 41 on
the other side of the center line 42 are formed with being
shifted in the tire circumferential direction S.
[0027] The block 41 has at least one central sipe 26
formed at a central portion (block central portion 43) of
the block 41 in the tire circumferential direction S, and at
least one adjacent sipe 27 adjacent to the central sipe
26. The central sipe 26 and the adjacent sipe 27 are width
direction sipes extending along the tire width direction H,
and are adjacent to each other in the tire circumferential
direction S. Further, the central sipe 26 and the adjacent
sipe 27 are formed on the block tread while they are ar-
ranged in parallel at intervals in the tire circumferential
direction S, and cross the block 41 in the tire width direc-
tion H. It is noted that the block central portion 43 is not
limited to the center position of the block 41 in the tire
circumferential direction S, but is a central region extend-
ing in the tire width direction H of the block 41 and includ-
ing the center position in the tire circumferential direction
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S.
[0028] Here, the block 41 has a plurality of sipes 26
and 27 including one central sipe 26 (one central sipe 26
and two adjacent sipes 27). A pair of adjacent sipes 27
are adjacent to both sides of the central sipe 26 in the
tire circumferential direction S, and the central sipe 26 is
formed between the pair of adjacent sipes 27. One end
of each of the plurality of sipes 26 and 27 opens at the
first circumferential groove 10 or the second circumfer-
ential groove 11, and the other end of each of the plurality
of sipes 26 and 27 opens at the division sipe 24. The
block 41 is partitioned in the tire circumferential direction
S by the plurality of sipes 26 and 27, and a plurality of
partitioned blocks (small blocks) are formed in the block
41. Between the central sipe 26 and the adjacent sipe
27, a partitioned block (inter-sipe block) narrower than
other partitioned blocks is formed.
[0029] The third land portion 50 is an outer land portion
formed outward in the tire width direction H of the second
circumferential groove 11, and formed in an outer region
(shoulder portion 4 side region) in the tire width direction
H of the tread portion 2. On both sides of the tire equatorial
plane 3, the third land portion 50 is located outward in
the tire width direction H of the second land portion 40.
In addition, the third land portion 50 has a plurality of
width direction grooves 15 and a plurality of blocks 51
that come into contact with the road surface. The plurality
of width direction grooves 15 are arranged in parallel at
intervals in the tire circumferential direction S. One end
of the width direction groove 15 opens at the second cir-
cumferential groove 11, and the other end of the width
direction groove 15 opens at the side of the shoulder part
4.
[0030] The block 51 of the third land portion 50 is an
outer block located in an outer region of the tread portion
2. The plurality of blocks 51 are partitioned, by the second
circumferential groove 11 and the plurality of width direc-
tion grooves 15, outward in the tire width direction H of
the second circumferential groove 11 and are formed at
the third land portion 50. The plurality of blocks 51 are
sequentially arranged in the tire circumferential direction
S, and the width direction grooves 15 are formed between
the blocks 51. It is noted that the block 51 has a narrow
groove 52 narrower than the width direction groove 15,
and a plurality of sipes 53. The narrow groove 52 and
the sipe 53 are formed along the tire width direction H.
[0031] The block 31 of the first land portion 30 and the
block 41 of the second land portion 40 are formed in the
same manner and have the same characteristics with
respect to each wall (side wall, end wall). Hereinafter,
taking the block 31 of the first land portion 30 as an ex-
ample, the block 31 will be described in detail. The block
41 of the second land portion 40 is the same as the block
31 of the first land portion 30 described below, and thus
the description thereof is omitted.
[0032] Fig. 2 is a perspective view illustrating the block
31 of the present embodiment, and shows one block 31
as viewed from the outside in the tire radial direction K.

Fig. 2 shows a portion on the first circumferential groove
10 side of the block 31, and omits a portion on the side
of the division sipes 20 and 21 of the block 31.
[0033] As shown, the first circumferential groove 10
partitions the block 31 on the side of the block 31 in the
tire width direction H, and the width direction groove 13
partitions the block 31 on both sides in the tire circum-
ferential direction S of the block 31. The block 31 includes
a tread (block tread 34) formed along the tire circumfer-
ential direction S, a side wall 35 positioned in the first
circumferential groove 10, end walls 36 positioned in the
width direction groove 13, and a plurality of edge portions
37A and 37B (the first edge portion 37A and the second
edge portion 37B). The block tread 34 is an outer surface
in the tire radial direction K of the block 31 and comes
into contact with the road surface when the tire 1 rolls
(when the vehicle is running). The side wall 35 and the
end walls 36 are parts of the wall of the block 31 and are
formed inward in the tire radial direction K from the edge
portions 37A and 37B located at the edge of the block
tread 34, respectively.
[0034] The side wall 35 of the block 31 is a side surface
of the block 31, located on the side in the tire width di-
rection H, and defines the first circumferential groove 10.
The side wall 35 is also a groove wall of the first circum-
ferential groove 10 and is formed from the groove bottom
of the first circumferential groove 10 to the block tread
34. The central sipe 22 is formed along the tire width
direction H on the block tread 34 of the block central
portion 33 and opens at the side wall 35. The adjacent
sipes 23 are formed on the block tread 34 in parallel with
the central sipe 22, and are opened at the side wall 35
on both sides in the tire circumferential direction S of the
central sipe 22. The side wall 35 and the end wall 36
intersect at a position where the first circumferential
groove 10 and the width direction groove 13 intersect (a
corner of the block 31).
[0035] The end wall 36 of the block 31 is an end surface
of the block 31 located at an end of the block 31 in the
tire circumferential direction S and defines the width di-
rection groove 13. The end wall 36 is also a groove wall
of the width direction groove 13 and is formed from the
groove bottom of the width direction groove 13 to the
block tread 34. The two end walls 36 are located at both
ends in the tire circumferential direction S of the block 31
and are located at the width direction grooves 13 on both
sides in the tire circumferential direction S of the block 31.
[0036] The side wall 35 of the block 31 is a circumfer-
ential wall extending along the tire circumferential direc-
tion S between the end walls 36 on both sides in the tire
circumferential direction S. The end wall 36 of the block
31 is a width direction wall extending along the tire width
direction H at both ends in the tire circumferential direc-
tion S of the block 31. The first edge portion 37A is a
circumferential edge portion extending along the tire cir-
cumferential direction S and is formed at a position (edge)
where the block tread 34 and the side wall 35 intersect.
The second edge portion 37B is a width direction edge
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portion extending along the tire width direction H and is
formed at a position (edge) where the block tread 34 and
the end wall 36 intersect.
[0037] The first edge portion 37A is inclined toward the
side (outside) of the block 31 in the tire width direction H
with respect to the tire circumferential direction S when
viewed from the end wall 36 toward the block central
portion 33. As a result, the side wall 35 is formed in a
convex shape in which the block central portion 33 pro-
trudes and is inclined with respect to the tire circumfer-
ential direction S between the end wall 36 and the block
central portion 33. An outer end 35A is formed at the side
wall 35 in the block central portion 33. The outer end 35A
is an outermost portion located on the outermost side in
the tire width direction H within the side wall 35. The cen-
tral sipe 22 is opened at the outer end 35A of the side
wall 35, and the adjacent sipes 23 is opened at the side
wall 35 on both sides of the outer end 35A in the tire
circumferential direction S.
[0038] The side wall angle P of the block 31 changes
between the block central portion 33 and the end wall
36, and the end wall angle Q of the block 31 is constant
over the entire end wall 36. Here, the angle related to the
block 31 is an angle (intersection angle) (a unit: °) in the
tire 1 in a specified state where the tire is not in contact
with the ground. The specified state is a state when the
tire 1 is mounted on a specified rim, the tire 1 is filled with
a specified internal pressure, and the tire 1 is unloaded,
and is specified by a standard applied to the tire 1.
[0039] For example, in JATMA YEAR BOOK (Japan
Automotive Tire Association Standard), the specified rim
is a standard rim, and the specified internal pressure is
an air pressure specified corresponding to the maximum
load capacity. When another standard is applied at the
place of use or the place of manufacture of the tire 1, the
specified state of the tire 1 is defined according to each
standard. Other standards are, for example, YEAR
BOOK of TRA (The Tire and Rim Association Inc.) in the
United States and STANDARDS MANUAL of ETRTO
(The European Tire and Rim Technical Organization) in
Europe.
[0040] Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the block 31 of the
present embodiment and shows a cross-section of each
part of the block 31. Fig. 3A shows the side wall 35 of
the block central portion 33 taken along the line X1-X1
in Fig. 2, and Fig. 3B shows the side wall 35 taken along
the line X2-X2 in Fig. 2. Fig. 3C shows the end wall 36
of the block 31 taken along the line X3-X3 in Fig. 2.
[0041] As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the angles P and Q
are defined based on the tire radial surfaces including
the tire radial direction K (the first tire radial surface K1
and the second tire radial surface K2). The first tire radial
surface K1 is a reference surface of the side wall angle
P passing through the first edge portion 37A between the
block tread 34 and the side wall 35, and the side wall
angle P of the block 31 is the angle formed by the first
tire radial surface K1 and the side wall 35. The second
tire radial surface K2 is a reference surface with an end

wall angle Q passing through the second edge portion
37B between the block tread surface 34 and the end wall
36, and the end wall angle Q of the block 31 is the angle
formed by the second tire radial surface K2 and the end
wall 36.
[0042] The side wall 35 of the block 31 is formed along
the tire radial direction K, or when viewed from the outside
(the block tread 34 side) in the tire radial direction K to-
ward the inside (the groove bottom side), it is inwardly
inclined in the groove width direction of the first circum-
ferential groove 10 (outside of the block 31) with respect
to the tire radial direction K. Specifically, the side wall
angle P of the block 31 increases from the block central
portion 33 (see Fig. 3A) toward each of the end walls 36
(see Fig. 3B) on both sides in the tire circumferential di-
rection S. Also, in the side wall 35 of the block 31, a
minimum portion with the smallest side wall angle P is
provided in the block central portion 33, and a maximum
portion with the largest side wall angle P is provided at
the circumferential end of the side wall 35. The circum-
ferential end of the side wall 35 is the end of the side wall
35 in the tire circumferential direction S (the end on the
end wall 36 side). The outer end 35A of the side wall 35
in the block central portion 33 is the minimum portion of
the side wall angle P. Therefore, the side wall angle P of
the block 31 is the smallest at the outer end 35A of the
side wall 35 and gradually increases from the outer end
35A toward the end wall 36.
[0043] Here, the side wall angle P of the block 31 is
not less than 0 degrees and not more than 12 degrees
(0 ° % P % 12 °). The side wall angle P is 0 degree in the
block central portion 33 (the outer end 35A that is the
minimum portion) and 12 degrees at the circumferential
end (maximum portion) of the side wall 35. In the portion
where the side wall angle P is 0 degrees (see Fig. 3A),
the side wall 35 is formed along the tire radial direction
K. In the portion where the side wall angle P is larger
than 0 degrees (see Fig. 3B), the side wall 35 is inclined
inward in the width direction of the first circumferential
groove 10 with respect to the tire radial direction K when
viewed from the outside to the inside in the tire radial
direction K. The side wall angles P of the block 31 are
the same at the circumferential ends on both sides of the
side wall 35 (here, 12 degrees).
[0044] The side wall angle P of the block 31 continu-
ously increases from the block central portion 33 toward
the end wall 36 (see Fig. 2). As a result, two wall surfaces
35B and 35C are formed on the side wall 35 of the block
31. The two wall surfaces 35B and 35C are formed at
both sides of the outer end 35A in the tire circumferential
direction S so that they are directed to different directions
each other and are connected at the outer end 35A of
the side wall 35. The angle E formed by the block tread
34 and the side wall 35 of the block 31 is 90 degrees or
more (see Figs. 3A and 3B), and gradually increases
from the block central portion 33 toward the end wall 36.
[0045] The end wall angle Q of the block 31 is the same
as the side wall angle P of the block 31 at the circumfer-
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ential end of the side wall 35, located on the side of end
wall 36 (see Fig. 3C). Therefore, when viewed from the
outside toward the inside in the tire radial direction K, the
end wall 36 of the block 31 is inclined inward (outward
the block 31) in the groove width direction of the width
direction groove 13 with respect to the tire radial direction
K. The end wall angle Q of the block 31 is larger than 0
degree and equal to or smaller than 12 degrees, and is
12 degrees here corresponding to the side wall angle P.
The angle F formed by the block tread 34 and the end
wall 36 of the block 31 is greater than 90 degrees, and
is the same angle as the angle E formed by the block
tread 34 and the side wall 35 at the circumferential end
of the side wall 35.
[0046] Fig. 4 is a sectional view showing a state where
the block 31 of the present embodiment is in contact with
the ground and shows a cross-section of each part of the
block 31 when the tire 1 rolls (when the vehicle is travel-
ling). In Fig. 4, the shape of the block 31 deformed by
grounding is shown by a solid line, and the shape of the
undeformed block 31 is shown by a broken line. Fig. 4A
shows the side wall 35 of the block central portion 33
corresponding to Fig. 3A, and Fig. 4B shows the side
wall 35 corresponding to Fig. 3B. Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B
show a part of the first circumferential groove 10 located
between the first land portion 30 and the second land
portion 40 (see Fig. 1). Fig. 4C shows the end wall 36 of
the block 31 corresponding to Fig. 3C. Fig. 4C shows the
end walls 36 located on both sides of the width direction
groove 13.
[0047] As shown, when the vehicle is travelling, the
block tread 34 of the block 31 comes into contact with
the road surface G (the ice road surface) while the tire 1
rotates. The block tread 34 is thereby pressed against
the road surface G, and the block 31 is deformed. In the
block central portion 33 (see Fig. 4A), since the side wall
angle P of the block 31 is relatively small, the side wall
35 of the block 31 is deformed so that it protrudes along
the road surface G (see arrow N1). On the other hand,
as the side wall angle P of the block 31 increases (see
Fig. 4B), the direction in which the side wall 35 protrudes
is inclined toward the road surface G, and the side wall
35 of the block 31 is deformed so that it protrudes toward
the road surface G (see arrow N2). At the end wall 36
(see Fig. 4C), the direction in which the end wall 36 pro-
trudes is inclined toward the road surface G, and the end
wall 36 of the block 31 is deformed so that it protrudes
toward the road surface G (see arrow N3).
[0048] As a result, at the first edge portion 37A (and
its peripheral portion) on the side of side wall 35 of the
block 31, a grounding pressure increases from the block
central portion 33 toward the end wall 36. Along with this,
at the first edge portion 37A of the block central portion
33 and at the ends of the sipes 22 and 23, the grounding
pressure is suppressed from increasing, so that the con-
centration of the grounding pressure may be avoided,
thus the occurrence of the tipping of the block 31 is sup-
pressed. Further, the side wall 35 of the block central

portion 33 is not necessary to be recessed, the grounding
area in the block central portion 33, the length of the
central sipe 22, and the edge component of the central
sipe 22 in the tire width direction H are secured. At the
second edge portion 37B on the side of end wall 36 of
the block 31, since the grounding pressure increases,
water is suppressed from entering toward the block cen-
tral portion 33.
[0049] Therefore, in the tire 1 of the present embodi-
ment, the on-ice performance of the tire 1 can be im-
proved while the tipping of the block 31 is suppressed.
In addition, both of the tipping resistance performance of
the block 31 and the on-ice performance of the tire 1 can
be improved and established. When the side wall angle
P of the block 31 increases from the outer end 35A of
the block central portion 33 toward the end wall 36, the
concentration of the ground pressure at the outer end
35A is avoided, and the tipping of the block 31 is able to
be suppressed more reliably. By forming the plurality of
sipes 22 and 23 in the block 31, the on-ice performance
of the block 31 can be further improved.
[0050] The side wall angle P of the block 31 continu-
ously increases from the block central portion 33 toward
the end wall 36. As a result, the grounding pressure con-
tinuously changes in the first edge portion 37A of the
block 31, so that the ground pressure is easily dispersed.
When the end wall angle Q of the block 31 is the same
as the side wall angle P of the block 31 at the circumfer-
ential end of the side wall 35, the grounding pressure of
the second edge portion 37B of the block 31 increase in
a similar way throughout the second edge portion 37B,
so that water can be suppressed from entering toward
the block central portion 33 more reliably.
[0051] Where the side wall 35 of the block 31 is inclined
outward in the groove width direction of the first circum-
ferential groove 10 (inside of the block 31) with respect
to the tire radial direction K when viewed from the outside
in the tire radial direction K to the inside, it is assumed
that the side wall angle P of the block 31 is smaller than
0 degree. In this case, an increase of shear deformation
of the block 31 at the first edge portion 37A is likely to
affect the tipping resistance performance of the block 31.
If the side wall angle P of the block 31 is larger than 12
degrees, the shape of the first circumferential groove 10
including the shape of the groove bottom is likely to be
affected. For this reason, it is preferable that the side wall
angle P of the block 31 is not less than 0 degrees and
not more than 12 degrees. In this case, it is possible to
more reliably suppress the tipping of the block 31 while
avoiding affecting the shape of the first circumferential
groove 10.
[0052] It is noted that the side wall angle P of the block
central portion 33 may be larger than 0 degrees. Further,
the side wall angle P of the block 31 may be continuously
increased, or the side wall angle P of the block 31 may
be discontinuously increased. The end wall angle Q of
the block 31 may be different from the side wall angle P
at the circumferential end of the side wall 35.
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[0053] The side wall 35 of the present embodiment
may be applied as one side wall of the block 31 in the
tire width direction H, or may be applied as both side
walls of the block 31 in the tire width direction H. A block
similar to the block 31 may be provided on one land por-
tion of the tread portion 2 or may be provided on a plurality
of land portions of the tread portion 2. The block 31 of
the present embodiment can be applied in various tread
patterns including blocks.
[0054] FIG. 5 is a plan view showing a tread pattern of
a tire 1 of another embodiment, and schematically shows
a part in a tire circumferential direction S of a tread portion
2.
[0055] Here, the width direction groove 15 of the third
land portion 50 is different from the width direction groove
15 of the third land portion 50 shown in Fig. 1. The width
direction groove 15 is a narrow groove similar to the nar-
row groove 52 of the block 51 and is narrower than the
circumferential grooves 10 and 11 and the other width
direction grooves 13 and 14.

Reference Signs List

[0056]

1... tire

2... tread portion

3... tire equatorial plane

4... shoulder portion

10... first circumferential groove

11... second circumferential groove

13... width direction groove

14... width direction groove

15... width direction groove

20... division sipe

21... division sipe

22... central sipe

23... adjacent sipe

24... division sipe

25... division sipe

26... central sipe

27... adjacent sipe

30... first land portion

31... block

32... center line

33... block central portion

34... block tread

35... side wall

36... end wall

40... second land portion

41... block

42... center line

43... block central portion

50... third land portion

51... block

52... narrow groove

53... sipe

G... road surface

H... tire width direction

K... tire radial direction

R... tire rotating direction

P... side wall angle

Q... end wall angle

S... tire circumferential direction

Claims

1. A tire comprising a block in a tread portion; wherein
the block has a side wall extending along a tire cir-
cumferential direction between end walls on both
sides in the tire circumferential direction, and a cen-
tral sipe formed along a tire width direction on a block
tread of a block central portion in the tire circumfer-
ential direction and opening at the side wall, and
wherein a side wall angle formed by a tire radial sur-
face and the side wall of the block increases from
the block central portion toward an end wall.
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2. The tire according to claim 1, wherein
the side wall angle of the block is not less than 0
degree and not more than 12 degrees.

3. The tire according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising
an outer end located on the outermost side in the
tire width direction being formed at the side wall in
the block central portion, and wherein
the side wall angle increases from the outer end to-
ward the end wall.

4. The tire according to claim 3, wherein
the block has a plurality of sipes including one central
sipe opening at the outer end.

5. The tire according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein
the side wall angle of the block increases continu-
ously from the block central portion toward the end
wall.

6. The tire according to any of claims 1 to 5, wherein
an end wall angle formed by the tire radial surface
and the end wall of the block is the same as the side
wall angle of the block at a circumferential end of the
side wall.
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